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IL Dealer Thomas Interior Systems
Celebrates 40 Years of Growth
When Tom Klobucher started Thomas Interior Systems 40 years ago in
Bloomingdale, Illinois, just outside of Chicago, his plan was to introduce a new
approach to the sale of contract furniture. “I led from the design standpoint and
looked at what employees required to do their best work,” said Tom, founder
and CEO.
Since its inception in 1977, the dealership has managed more than 30,000 projects from start to finish, furnishing more than two million square feet of office
space and installing more than $600 million worth of product.
“We have enjoyed a successful run, and I think it is because of the position
we took back then,” Tom said. Truckloads of furniture were being sold into the
Chicago market at that time and all were going into office spaces with what he
refers to as identical “cookie-cutter” designs.
Back then, the contract furniture business was not as defined as it is today.
“When I started the company we were a Haworth dealer, Allsteel dealer and
Knoll dealer all at the same time, which is unheard of today,” said Tom. The
business became profitable in its first year. “In 1979 we were the largest Haworth dealer in Chicago and maybe in the Midwest,” said Tom.
Not long after that he was approached by Herman Miller to become its dealer in
the Chicago market. The company invited Tom up to its Michigan headquarters,
and he was taken by its approach to office planning and design.
“It was clearly different from what the other furniture vendors offered,” he said.
“We went with Herman Miller in 1979.” About that same time, he introduced
modular carpeting from Milliken Mills, which was brand new, to the Chicago
market.
From day one, Tom recognized that putting employees first offered the best
course of action for growing his business. “When you put the employee first
they will always put the customer first,” he said. “When employees get what
they need from the business owner and managers they do their best work.”

continued on page 4 >>
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EDITORIAL
They Still Don’t Get Small
Business in Washington, D.C.
For all the divisiveness in our nation’s politics
these days, there’s one thing, at least, that most
Republicans and Democrats share: a remarkable
ability to wax long and lyrical about small businesses
and their value to the economy while doing next to
nothing to support them.
Consider what we’ve seen in just the past few
months:
• An attempt to hand over the federal
government’s purchasing system lock, stock
and barrel to Amazon. While the original plan
has been watered down somewhat, it still
looks likely that small businesses will only get
to participate if they are willing to pay hefty
fees to the e-commerce platform provider
they are forced to use (and I wonder who that
will be!).
• An effort by the Dept. of Veterans Affairs to
slap an Office Depot logo on the back of a
new Vets ID card that would provide what is
apparently the government’s favorite Floridabased big box with a new and powerful
marketing edge over the many vets who own
or work for small businesses that compete
with Depot.
• A tax bill that while it contains some hardwon relief for the many small businesses that
are structured as pass-throughs, reserves
the lion’s share of the benefits by far for
the mega- corporations small businesses
compete against.
And if all that isn’t enough to raise your blood
pressure, keep in mind that nobody in Washington,
D.C. has done a thing in years to slow the relentless
pace of premium increases for small business
healthcare insurance.
Right now, NOPA, your trade association, is working
as hard as it can with similar organizations, to try
and generate more respect and attention for small
business in our nation’s capital. But they can’t do
it alone. If you’re tired of being treated like a poor
stepchild by the powers that be in Washington,
D.C., pay your NOPA dues, get involved and help
them do something about it!
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Artlite Office Supply’s Bert Light Receives
ECi’s ‘Everyday Hero’ Award

“After volunteering the first time, I quickly realized that flying missions wasn’t about me and what I wanted to get out of flying,”
says Bert. “This is about getting people to the medical treatment
they must receive and possibly saving a life.”

Local Chamber Names Ohio Dealer
Business Person of the Year
Local recognition is the icing on the cake for any dealer with
strong community ties. Just ask Ken Schroeder, co-owner at
Friends Office in Findlay, Ohio. Ken was recently recognized as
Small Business Person of the Year by his local chamber of commerce.
The selection was made by a chamber committee, which evaluated nominees based on local investment, sales data, support of
community projects and other activities that demonstrate business leadership.
Bert Light (center) gets ready to fly an Angel Flight patient for treatment.

Giving back is in the DNA of the office products industry, and
dealers across the country regularly support local causes. Some
efforts stand above the crowd, however, and that’s why dealer
technology provider ECi Software Solutions developed its Everyday Hero Award, to honor those individuals or companies that go
the extra mile to give back and make a special difference.

Winners are not notified in advance and since Ken had already
made plans to go out of town, Ashley Barger, Friends’ marketing
manager and Ken’s oldest daughter, attended in his place.
“We have always tried to do our best to serve this community
and the friends we’ve made here,” said Ken, after returning to
Findlay and learning of the award. “Our philosophy is that our
people are Number One—our customers and our employees and
their families.”

This year’s Everyday Hero Award winner is Bert Light of Artlite
Office Supply, Atlanta. Since 1999, Bert has used his personal
airplane to fly missions for Angel Flight, an organization that flies
people in need of medical attention to treatment centers in distant cities.

Bay Area Dealer Blaisdell’s Named to List
of Local Fastest Growing Companies

The Georgia Angel Flight chapter – “Where Hope Soars” – covers
Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and North
and South Carolina. “If someone needs to go further than that we
can link with volunteer pilot organizations all around the country
to get people where they need to go,” explains Bert.

In Oakland, California, Mike and Margie Witt and their team at
Blaisdell’s Business Products are enjoying some well-earned
recognition after being recently named one of the Top 100 Fastest Growing Private Companies in the Bay Area by the San Francisco Business Times.

Bert first learned of Angel Flight while he worked on his instrument rating at the Peachtree Airport. “They were located upstairs,” says Bert. “After I got my instrument rating, I walked in
and told them I was ready to help.”

“This is the first time we were able to crack this list and be included with all these fantastic companies,” said Mike, who serves as
the dealership’s chief operating officer. “Blaisdell’s came in 87th
place with 46% growth over the last three years.”

Bert tries to fly two missions per month and is on call to take on
further missions. “I look at my work schedule to see when I can
take off,” says Bert, “and look at the Angel Flight schedule online
and see what works for me.” Sometimes he will take a mission
with someone he has flown before to check on their progress. He
has flown one young burn victim from Florida to Georgia multiple
times to receive continuing skin graft treatments.

Mike joined the company, which his wife Margie built, in 2013. He
came on to manage operations, so Margie could devote herself
to sales. The two of them, along with a dedicated staff, worked
together to grow the business.
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One of the first actions was to move from a leased location in
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San Leandro and purchase a building in Oakland. “We brought
on some new salespeople and started to focus on one category,”
says Mike.
The first focus was breakroom. As sales increased in that category the focus moved to furniture. More recently efforts have
concentrated on janitorial; this year Jan/San sales were 55%
ahead of last year.
“All our growth is organic,” adds Mike. “We have not done one
acquisition.” He looks to place even higher on the list next year.

MasterVision Names FSIoffice Its
Independent Dealer of the Year
Visual communications products company MasterVision has
named Charlotte, North Carolina-based FSIoffice its 2017 Independent Dealer of the Year.
The award, which was presented for the first time this year, was
created to recognize partnership, sales achievement and collaboration in the U.S. independent dealer channel.

From left to right: from FSI- Donna Jordan, Beth Freeman, Jay Godwin, Kim Leazer,
from Frey Gaede & Co. Gary Travis, from Bi-silque Michael George

“We are thrilled to be honored in this way by one of our preferred
suppliers, who has not only emerged as a manufacturing leader
in visual communication products, but has proved to be a nimble
and responsive partner to FSIoffice” said executive vice president Jay Godwin.

continued on page 8 >>
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Beth Wright, chief commercial officer for Bi-silique, MasterVision’s parent company, commented: “Over my career I have
watched as the independent dealer channel has continued to
thrive when they have the support and commitment from manufacturers who keep them current with competitive new products
and selling materials to help them capture their fair share.
“Since the inception of our U.S. business, FSIoffice has been on
the forefront of transforming their business for the future and we
are thrilled with their partnership and sales progression.”

N.C. Dealer Kennedy Office Receives
Family Business Award
Kennedy Office, Raleigh, North Carolina, has been honored with
a Family Business Award from the Triangle Business Journal. It is
an honor that many independent dealers can relate to as it recognizes multigenerational, family-owned businesses. The award
recognizes overall excellence, innovation, ethics, philanthropy,
and contributions to the strength of the region.
“They measure what you have done for the community and your
leadership,” said Charlie Kennedy, vice president of sales and

marketing. It also measures how long the business has been in
existence. “You have to be a second-generation business owner
to qualify,” he said.

VA Dealer Miller’s Supplies At Work Turns
Out in Force for Alzheimer’s Association
Alzheimer’s disease is the sixth-leading cause of death in the
country, with more than 5 million Americans are living with the
disease and more than 15.9 million caregivers working to try and
help make life easier for them.
All that is more than enough reason to support the Alzheimer’s
Association and its efforts to provide care and support for those
facing the disease but for Wayne Stillwagon and many of his
team members at Miller’s Supplies At Work in Lorton, Virginia,
there were additional reasons close to home, in the form of family
members and friends with Alzheimer’s.
The Miller organization’s support was front and center recently,
when the dealership served as a Premier Sponsor for Walk to
End Alzheimer’s events in the Washington, D.C. area.

continued on page 10 >>
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Close to 40 team members registered to participate in four different walks and they were joined by many more friends and family
on the walk day itself.

“At Office360, it’s important to give back to our community,” said
Lenny Nahmias, co-owner of Office360 with his brothers Steve
and Scott. “It has been successful in the past, and it seemed like
a great cause we wanted to support.” In addition to providing
financial support, Office360 employees also ran the 5K.

IL Dealer Garvey’s
Holds First Online Tradeshow

Right to Left: Miller’s VP of operations Martin Woodward, his wife Susan, daughter
Nicole and Nicole’s fiancé Alex Fagan were among more than 40 Miller’s employees
and their friends and family members who walked in support of Alzheimer’s care and
research recently.

In addition to raising over $28,000 in support of the Alzheimer’s
Association, Miller’s also published a short video in which staff
spoke movingly about their own personal experiences.
Miller volunteers also handed out over 1,600 branded sunglasses to the day’s walkers and staffed a free photo booth where they
took fun pictures of participants.
“Seventy-five percent of Miller’s senior staff have personally experienced the impact of having to take care of a loved one with
Alzheimer’s so we understand the challenges of the disease,”
said Miller’s marketing specialist Joy Wedge, who coordinated
Miller’s involvement as a Premier Sponsor.
“We were overwhelmed by the support our efforts received, not
only from our staff but also from many of our customers.”

Indianapolis Dealer Office360
Gets Behind Brain and Spine Research
Office360, Indianapolis, became a Silver Sponsor this year for
the third annual Brain Bolt 5K for Goodman Campbell Brain and
Spine, one of North America’s largest neurosurgical healthcare
and research centers.
The race benefits the treatment and care of traumatic brain injuries, with all proceeds going to support the center.
DECEMBER 2017

Preparing for a customer appreciation product show can be both
intense and demanding. There is the need to coordinate attendance and participation by vendors; prepare a space either on
or off premises; arrange for food, decorations, prizes, entertainment, transportation, and a variety of other activities that keep
dealer employees occupied for months. It’s not unheard of to
have to pull an all-nighter the night before.
Like many dealers, Garvey’s Office Products, Niles, Illinois, has
run successful customer shows for years. But the the last effort,
held in downtown Chicago in 2015, just didn’t match up, reports
Sheila Gartland, co-owner and marketing director.
“We were kind of frustrated after the last one, and said we would
never do that again,” said Sheila. Attendance came in way below
projections, which tainted the whole event and left Garvey’s with
a bad taste.
Still, customers liked the format and continued to ask when
the next show would be held. Could there be another way to
meet this need without producing a live product show? Garvey’s
thought it would at least try and worked on a concept to produce
a digital product show.
Garvey’s first Virtual Tradeshow was online for all of October.
Registration for the show took place in August and September
to provide an indication of how many customers would partic-
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ipate. Customers who registered before
September 15 were entered into a bonus
drawing to win a $100 gift card.
“We had 12 headline vendors with videos at their online booths,” said Sheila.
Customers who visited a booth had to
complete a survey following the video to
demonstrate that they had watched it.
Each headline vendor also featured items
that visitors could click on, which featured
rebates or month-long promotions.

continued from page 10
ly into Grand Prize Drawings for a 49-inch
flat-screen TV, two 50-yard-line tickets for
a Chicago Bears game or an iPad Pro.
Additional entries to vendor raffles and
grand prize raffles could be earned by
purchasing vendors’ featured items.
“We had 325 people finish the show completely and another 60 who finished at
least half,” said Sheila.

Visitors could only register once, and
there was a limit on the number of people who could register from any one
company. When customers visited all 12
headline vendor booths, watched all 12
videos and completed all 12 surveys they
received a complementary tote bag filled
with new product samples as well as a
$10 gift card.

Customers and vendors universally
agreed that the digital format provided an
easy and efficient way to communicate.
More importantly it completely did away
with the age-old situation where some
booths get all the attention, while other
vendors see few visitors. “This way they
had to visit every vendor and listen to their
sales pitch,” said Sheila. “A lot of people
told us they learned about products that
were new to them.”

Customers who registered for the virtual
tradeshow also were entered automatical-

Sheila said the dealership saw a nice
sales increase for the month. “We were up

9% over last October and were excited by
that.” She said the virtual tradeshow took
a lot of work but it still required less effort
and was more cost-efficient than a live
tradeshow. The results were as good or
better and plans are already underway for
a second online expo, which will be held
next fall.

Arkansas Dealer Preferred
Office Products Adds
Halloween Twist to
Chamber Social Event
Preferred Office Products, Fort Smith,
Arkansas, introduced a new approach to
hosting a chamber of commerce social
event recently, when they came up with a
format inspired by the NBC TV show The
Fear Factor.

continued on page 14 >>
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The idea was to offer attendees something more to do than just show up and
hang around, reports Jeff Smith, solutions engineer at Preferred and one of the
event’s organizers.

“The Crest brand is well known on the
west side of L.A. and in the Valley, where
Office Solutions doesn’t have a lot of density,” said Mairena. “The acquisition will
allow us to leverage the benefits we both
have, provide greater distribution and
more depth of product offerings.”

Three volunteers came forward and were
subjected to several challenges. The first
was to eat chili paste; next they had to
wash that down with clam juice.
The final challenge was to place your
hand into a box with some kind of living
organism and keep it in there for 30 seconds. The box was filled with 100 crickets
from the pet food store but from the looks
on contestants’ faces in the video posted
on Facebook it was clear they had no idea
what kind of creatures were involved.
Chamber staff said that the turnout was
better than for other events it has held and
plans to encourage other members holding after-five events to plan similar activities to make the meeting fun and different.

WA Dealer Kershaw’s
Hits a Home Run with
Product Show
Baseball was the theme at Kershaw’s
latest Customer Appreciation and Product Show, held on Thursday, October 19
at the dealer’s showroom in Spokane,
Washington.
Between 300 and 400 customers attended and were given the opportunity to win
raffle prizes such as gift cards and Seattle Seahawks’ souvenirs. Grand prizes
included Spokane Indian tickets, an HP
inkjet printer, office chairs and a high-end
shredder.
“It is a show we have every other year,”
said Damien Mangano, vice president. “It
is always successful, our customers really
appreciate that we think of them and the
reps love it because we always get orders.”
DECEMBER 2017

Phoenix Furniture
Dealers Goodmans and
WORKspaces Join Forces
As a bonus at this year’s show, Kershaw’s
picked up a new customer, a local glass
company, which is a family owned business. “They went online looking for a local supplier a lot like them,” said Damien.
“They came to our show and absolutely
fell in love with us. Now we have all their
business.”

CA Dealer Office Solutions
on the Acquisition Trail
Office Solutions, Yorba Linda, California,
has acquired Crest Office Furniture, a nonaligned contract furniture dealer based in
Burbank, California. Each company will
continue to operate under its own name
and experience only minor changes that
will enhance service levels for their customers, the company said.
“We are very excited to have the Crest
team join the Office Solutions family,” said
Bob Mairena, president of Office Solutions. Mairena already had plans to focus
more on office furniture and had shown an
interest in Crest several years ago. When
the time came for new ownership he came
in with an offer that was accepted.
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Goodmans Interior Systems has acquired
fellow Phoenix-based Herman Miller dealer WORKspaces. WORKspaces will join
forces with Goodmans and operate out of
its newly renovated headquarters in central Phoenix.
“I am delighted to welcome the team from
WORKspaces, and offer them the special
experience of working at Goodmans,”
said Adam Goodman, CEO. “Together we
will pursue our ambition to make a positive impact on our community by helping
patients to heal, helping students to learn,
reducing the cost of government for taxpayers and making our corporations more
competitive.”
John Beck, WORKspaces principal, said
the opportunity to join forces with Goodmans came at a perfect time. According
to Beck, the transition offers his employees a personal opportunity for growth and
to serve and support clients.
“We strongly believe in local businesses
and didn’t want to sell to an out-of-state
organization so as a fellow Herman Miller dealer, Goodmans was the natural fit,”
Beck said.
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SECRETS of success

Business at Herald Office Solutions, an independent dealer in North and
South Carolina, has been on a steady upward trajectory for the past several
years. “We are very competitive today,” says Thomas Jordan, president. “Our
team is winning business.”
“At Herald, we are blessed to have a widely diversified company,” says Jordan. “It has been an interesting shift, but we’re seeing growth come from virtually every category.” Contract furniture sales are growing, the dealership’s
copier and managed print programs are on a growth path and sales of janitorial and cleaning products are steadily ahead of last year’s results.
Driving change at Herald is competition and evolving customer expectations.
“We constantly look at the market and watch what is happening—both in our
industry and with our customers’ expectations,” says Jordan. Customer expectations are in a constant state of flux, he continues. To be successful, independent dealers must understand those expectations and deliver on them.
Increased accountability, says Jordan, has been one of the biggest changes
in recent years. “We are more accountable as a company and to the customer,” he says. Additionally, the sales team is held more accountable to how it
interacts with customers.
Not that long ago, salespeople went their own way but not anymore. Today,
all salespeople are required to submit call reports and notate wins and losses.
In the cases of losses, they’re expected to take a deep dive, says Jordan, to
discover what went wrong and what the dealership can do to prevent the
same mistakes from occurring again.
“We want to deliver more than our customers expect,” says Jordan.
Our team is what makes that happen, says Jordan. “It is about having the
right people and working as a team where everyone knows what is expected.” It is a combination of factors including connections with vendors and
how they respond with programs in the market.
Jordan believes that stronger commitment from vendors can be traced to
Herald’s involvement with TriMega as the dealership has narrowed its focus
on direct buying power and the DSC focuses on selected products and manufacturers.

Thomas Jordan, president

Herald Office
Solutions, Dillon,
South Carolina
n Products and Services: Office supplies, janitorial & breakroom
products, coffee/water, printing, business machines, contract
furniture, MPS, apparel logo wear
n Founded: 1894 as the Herald Group
n Employees: 165
n Key Business Partners: TriMega, S.P. Richards, HNI, Ricoh,
Kyocera, HP
n www.hosnet.net
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Going a step further, Herald has also taken control of its web offering and
married that with products that the group makes available. “Utilizing first in
search, our direct buy items come up first as we are aligned with TriMega’s
Direct Buy offering, which delivers name brand items at very competitive pricing” says Jordan.
“We took control of search five years ago,” he continues, “but now it is more
critical than ever. Having our website correspond with what we stock in our
building eliminates back orders.”
It is an approach to doing business that excites the customer base. “We are
finding growth and winning against big box competition in the Carolinas,”
says Jordan.
Herald wins when it gets in front of customers and tells its story, he says. “Our
image and brand remain relevant in the market today and we strive to be easy
to do business with in every way, while adding a level of service and value
that’s not available from big box stores or e-tailers.”
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Lobbying by NOPA and Others Averts ‘Multi-Billion Dollar’
Handout for Amazon in Gov’t Market
The threat that Amazon would gain a near monopoly of the Pentagon’s office supplies and furniture purchases seems to have
been averted at least for the time being, after negotiators in the
U.S. Senate and House of Representatives reworked part of the
FY’18 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that if left unchanged would have provided the online giant with what NOPA
officials described as “a multi-billion dollar handout.”
As originally proposed, the NDAA would have moved Defense
Department purchases of commercial off-the-shelf products to
an online marketplace. This new marketplace, however, would
have needed the ability to offer multiple suppliers for the same
product, a requirement that was seen by many as likely shifting
more and more government spending to Amazon and its Amazon Business commercial sales platform.
Due in large part to aggressive lobbying by NOPA and other small
business associations, that requirement has been replaced.
Instead, The Intercept online news service reported, a new mandate calls for moving purchases to multiple e-commerce portals
that are “widely used in the private sector” with features that are
seen as standard in the online retail world such as updated selection, reviews, customer service, etc.

Also new, according to The Intercept, is a drawn-out implementation plan which will require deep analysis of portal functionality
and customization.
The implementation plan would also require analysis of the portals’ integration with existing federal law, supply chain risks, data
security, which products will be allowed for purchase and what
fees will be imposed for participation.
The General Services Administration will have at least two years
to award contracts and finalize implementation and oversight of
the program, according to The Intercept.
While NOPA president Mike Tucker said the association is not
happy about the new proposal, he said it could have been a lot
worse had it not been for the voice of Independents.
“Instead of simply turning the keys over to Amazon, this modified
language calls for a phase in of this new online marketplace,”
Tucker noted. “This will not simply be a complete Amazon grab
for now,” he continued. “Considering where we started, this is a
big improvement from the original language.”
For more extensive discussion of the proposal, see Tucker’s article on page 26 of this issue.

Avery Launches New Mobile-Friendly Website, Files Lawsuit Against Counterfeiters
Avery Products Corporation has launched
a new, mobile-friendly website designed
to let consumers easily browse and search
through the complete catalog of Avery
products and templates from any device.
The new, improved website lets users:
• Search for products by shape, size
and usage
• Easily customize free templates to
create one-of-a-kind personalized
projects
• Print themselves or have Avery
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WePrint print and deliver products to
them
• Find answers to frequently asked
questions, or easily connect to the
company’s U.S.-based Consumer
Care Center
“At Avery, we have always been consumer-experience obsessed and our new,
state-of-the-art website platform, which
includes solutions for those on the go, will
make using Avery that much easier and
fun and comes just in time for the busy
holiday season,” said Allison Phillips, vice
INDEPENDENT DEALER

president and general manager of Avery’s
Printable Media Group.
“The new site is sleek and easy to navigate, and we’re very excited about the additional innovative solutions that we’ll be
adding to the new platform over the coming months,” she added.
Separately, Avery announced it has filed
a lawsuit against sellers of alleged counterfeit Avery labels in the U.S. in an effort
to protect consumers from substandard

continued on page 18 >>
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merchandise and ensure the world-leading reputation of its brand.
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able area of the label.

“We simply will not tolerate such activity,”
said Jim Sellors, president of Avery North
America. “Our goal is to let consumers
know that when they purchase Avery labels, they’re getting the outstanding product quality to which they have become accustomed.”

Users can create labels with both black
and red text up to three feet in length via
both wired and wireless connectivity. Additionally, Brother says the technology is
easy to integrate and manage on a network using Brother’s network management tools and free software development kits (SDKs).

The company was able to identify the
alleged counterfeit Avery products after
receiving consumer complaints about defective labels purchased online. The products came boxed in what appeared to be
Avery packaging, but didn’t perform like
genuine Avery labels.

The new label printer series has already
won some industry awards, including the
2017 North American Office Products
Award (NAOPA) for the Best Technology
Product for the Brother QL-820NWB and
PCMag Editors’ Choice awards for both
the Brother QL-800 and QL-820NWB.

Consumers who suspect they might
have purchased counterfeit Avery products should contact the Avery Consumer
Care Center at (800) 462-8379. Counterfeit products may be returned to Avery
and once verified will be immediately replaced free of charge, the company said.

Sam Difiglio Joins C-Line
as National Key Accounts
Manager

Raniere who are responsible for managing
current C-Line customers and establishing new business development opportunities outside the office products industry.
Difiglio comes to C-Line after five years
at FireKing and more than 30 years at
Buddy Products. “I’m very excited to
bring my knowledge and experience to
C-Line and contribute to its growth and
development in both new and existing
channels,” he said.

Fellowes Acquires ESI
Ergonomic Solutions
Manufacturer Fellowes Brands announced last month its acquisition of ESI
Ergonomic Solutions, makers of monitor
arms, height adjustable tables, sit-stand
workstations, lighting, and other ergonomic solutions.
The combination of Fellowes Brands and
ESI advances Fellowes Brands’ strategic
expansion toward broad business solutions that help professionals be at their
best through organization, productivity
and wellness, Fellowes said.

Brother Introduces QL-800
Label Printer Series

Earlier this year, Fellowes took an equity
position in Posturite, a U.K.-based ergonomic furniture company. The ESI acquisition represents Fellowes’ commitment to
further strengthen its position in the growing office wellness space, Fellowes said.

Brother International has introduced the
QL-800 series of two-color label printers.
Brother says the new line is the only office
category label printer that allows users to
print red and black over the entire print-

C-Line Products last month announced
the addition of industry veteran Sam Difiglio as a national key accounts manager.
Difiglio joins existing national key accounts managers Mike Lynch and John

“We are excited to welcome the ESI Ergonomic Solutions team into the Fellowes
Brands family. ESI is a high-growth company serving the increasingly health conscious professional who is seeking a work
environment which promotes wellness.”
noted John Fellowes, CEO of Fellowes
Brands.
“ESI principally serves the contract furniture market which nicely complements
Fellowes’ strength in the business prod-

continued on page 20 >>
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Iconex Completes
Acquisitions of RiteMade and
PM Company

ucts channel. ESI strategically expands
our portfolio and further establishes Fellowes as an emerging leader of workplace
wellness solutions both in the U.S. and
internationally,” he added.

Receipt and label solutions provider Iconex last month announced the acquisition
of RiteMade Paper Converters and PM
Company in two separate transactions.
Financial terms of the transactions were
not disclosed.

ESI will continue to operate from its Phoenix headquarters under the leadership of
Mark Rhoades, who joined ESI as president two years ago.

“The integration of RiteMade and PM
Company into Iconex will deliver tremendous value to our customers, employees,
suppliers and the communities in which
we operate,” said Iconex CEO Craig
Gunckel.

FireKing Filing Cabinet
Withstands California Fire
This year’s epidemic of wildfires in California may have scorched over 233,000
acres of land and destroyed or damaged
over 14,000 homes but evidently, they
weren’t enough to get the better of FireKing filing cabinets, according to the New
Albany, Indiana-based security products
manufacturer.

“By executing on our growth strategy,
we will further solidify our position as the
world’s lowest-cost provider of paper receipts and the most differentiated supplier of label solutions. We could not be
more excited to welcome the employees
and customers of both RiteMade and PM
Company into the Iconex family.”

One California resident, Brad Messer, lost
his entire house when the fire spread to
his neighborhood, FireKing reported. “The
thing about security, is that you never
really think about it until something catastrophic happens to you,” he told FireKing.
Messer arrived back to his property to
find everything burned down to the foundation, except for one thing: his FireKing
filing cabinet, the company reported.
“At first I was really concerned when I
went back and saw the filing cabinet still
there,” he told the company. “It was in
my garage with my car in front of it and
my ceiling had caved in on top of it. We
opened it up with a crowbar and everything in there was fine. My passports,
birth certificates, pink slips for my vehicles, weapons, and personal items were
all in good condition.”

Added Messer, “I was very impressed with
this product and I am absolutely looking
forward to having another one. Before the
fires, it was just a lockable filing cabinet.
Now it is the security I need to keep my
items safe.”

Iconex said it will focus future efforts on
two primary market segments: paper receipts and labels, while maintaining a
presence in the thermal transfer ribbon
and third-party distribution market segments.
This approach will benefit customers in
several ways, the company said, offering a low-cost model, improved service
through greater geographic presence and
access to the company’s breadth of product offerings, including printed receipt
rolls and differentiated label solutions.
Iconex will continue to be headquartered
in Duluth, Georgia and both RiteMade and
PM Company will continue operating under their respective brand names as Iconex companies.

continued on page 22 >>
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WE STARTED WITH A FOUNTAIN PEN…
Which led us to create the best selling gel pen in America.*
Since 1918, our passion for making quality
writing instruments has inspired the
self expression of generations.

Gel Pen, NPD. Data on file.
*Source: #1 Selling

Industry news
Imprint Plus Wins Multiple
Awards for Name Badges and
Signage

continued from page 20
Quality Park had previously been part of
Cenveo, a global provider of custom labels, envelopes, commercial print, content management and publisher solutions.
Jim Ellward, president of the TOPS Products division of LSC Communications,
commented, “We’re excited to bring the
strong Quality Park brand into our stable of well-respected and widely known
brands such as Adams, Ampad, Cardinal,
Oxford, Pendaflex and TOPS.

Imprint Plus’s flowers sign won an Honorable Mention
award in the Sublimation Heat Transfers category of
this year’s Golden Image awards program.

Name badge and signage systems manufacturer Imprint Plus was recently recognized by the Specialty Graphic Imaging
Association (SGIA) as a winner of several
of the association’s Golden Image awards.
Imprint Plus received a total of six awards
in three different categories: Screen Printing of Metal Signs/Products. Sublimation
Heat Transfers and Unique Applications.
“To be recognized with multiple SGIA
Golden Image awards is a great testament to our high quality products,” said
Kristin MacMillan, Imprint Plus president.
“Our work was compared to the best in
the industry and our imaging team proved
they are exceptional and dedicated to
outstanding graphics. We are proud to
enjoy a record breaking year for us in this
esteemed competition.”

LSC Communications
Acquires Quality Park
Envelope Business
LSC Communications, parent company
of several long-established OP industry
brands, announced last month it has acquired the Quality Park envelope business.
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“Taking advantage of the synergies between TOPS Products and Quality Park
will enable us to enhance our office solutions offering to extend deeper into new
and existing relationships.”

Martin Yale Industries
Announces Acquisition of
Dry-Lam
Martin Yale Industries last month announced its acquisition of Dry-Lam, a distributor of laminating equipment and films
to the office products and commercial
print finishing markets.
Dry-Lam’s expertise in laminating machines, films, transparencies and tissue
will expand Martin Yale’s product offerings and service, the company said.
“Dry-Lam’s two primary distribution channels, office products and commercial
print, closely mirror our current go-to-market channels,” said Martin Yale president
Greg German. “It is extremely exciting to
add laminating to our product portfolio.”

ing equipment such as UV coating machines, digital creasing machines, crash
numbering machines, inkjet numbering
machines and perforating and scoring
machines.

Navitor Expands Production
Capabilities
Navitor Specialty Products announced
last month the expansion of its production
capabilities with the purchase of four new
state-of-the-art presses. They include:
•T
 he Canon Arizona 6170, the company’s new UV flatbed press, which
prints as large as 8’ x 10’, doubling
the size of the company’s other
machines. The Canon is designed for
rigid media print production, which
allows the press to print one job
while prepping.
•T
 he Esko Kongsberg C64, NSP’s new
10’X10’ cutter, which is three times
as fast as the company’s existing
cutters.
•T
 wo new HP 570s, flexible media
presses designed to create products
such as double-sided banners.
“We believe that with the addition of these
presses, we’re able to increase our capabilities, expand our growth by adding new
customers and ultimately creating more
opportunities within Taylor Corporation
and the Southern Minnesota business
community,” commented Navitor general
manager Chad Fitterer.

As part of the acquisition, Dry-Lam’s distribution center will be relocated to Martin
Yale’s facility in Wabash, Indiana.
The deal represents Martin Yale’s second
bolt-on addition in the last two years. In
2015, the company acquired Count Machinery Company, makers of print finish-
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in 2018!
Join the celebration!
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Smead’s Dale Olson Named
CFO of the Year

motions and giveaways, social media “Zenism” posts, trade advertising, a full-page
national free standing inserts and more.

Hastings, Minnesota-based manufacturer
Smead last month announced the company’s CFO and VP of finance and administration Dale Olson has been named CFO
of the Year by the Minneapolis St. Paul
Business Journal.

“It has been our mission to create a brand
identity that is easily identifiable and
recognizable among consumers, said Ken
Newman, director of marketing for Zebra
Pen US. “We have worked diligently on the
execution of a strategy that leverages the
company name and icon that our founder,
Mr. Ishikawa, established over 120 years
ago. Our new packaging and Zen campaign have successfully accomplished
the objectives we set out for the brand
four years ago and the acknowledgement
of our accomplishment via these distinguished awards is very rewarding.”

The Business Journal’s annual recognition of top-tier financial executives honors
outstanding leaders at Twin Cities companies large and small. Nominees were
evaluated by a panel consisting of other
financial executives, who scored them on
their contributions to the company and
the community.
A 35-year veteran of the company, Olson
has served on a number of boards that
enhance both the community and the
lives of those around him in addition to his
work for Smead.
His activities in that area include 15 years
on a pension fund board of trustees, 12
years on a local medical center board,
eight years on a technical college foundation board and more.

Zebra Pen Wins Marcom
Award for ‘Zebra Find Zen’
Campaign
Zebra Pen’s “Zebra Find Zen” ad campaign has won a Platinum award in the
2017 MarCom Awards.
The MarCom Awards honor creativity and
excellence in marketing and communications and are considered one of the largest creative competitions in the world. The
program receives approximately 6,000
print and digital entries every year.
The winning campaign, which was developed by the Ignite2X brand marketing
agency, featured “Zenified” product videos, monthly social media headers, proDECEMBER 2017

In addition to receiving a Platinum award
for the Find Zen Campaign, Zebra Pen
also received an Honorable Mention for its
Steel Campaign, which included national
ESPN radio spots in addition to social media posts, website, and digital advertising.

with the highest level of service and quality,” says Bob O’Gara, CEO of Highlands.
“Static Control is committed to growing
their market share. This allows Highlands
to strengthen our presence with customers
across the U.S. and Canada by exploring
new opportunities and increasing customer awareness; it’s a win-win for everyone.”

Industry Veteran Vic Maffe
Joins Frey Gaede Rep Firm
Manufacturers’ representatives firm Frey
Gaede announced last month that industry veteran Vic Maffe has joined the company as its director of furniture, a new position, and will have territory responsibility
for Central and South Florida.
Maffe has spent the past 17 years as vice
president of marketing and supplier relations for the Workplace Furnishings dealer
group. Prior to WPF, he served as furniture
merchandise manager at S.P. Richards.

Highlands Announces
Strategic Agreement
with Static Control
Static Control, a manufacturer of parts and
supplies for the ink and toner remanufacturing industry, has appointed the Highlands rep organization as its exclusive
sales and marketing agency in the office
products channel for the U.S. and Canada.
“Highlands has a wealth of experience
and a great track record representing
manufacturers of all types. We trust in
their ability to introduce Static Control
and our company values of innovation
and quality to new channels,” says Bryan
Bonacum, VP of North American sales for
Static Control. “We look forward to a successful long-term relationship.”
“We are excited to work with a cartridge
manufacturer that is committed to R&D,
education and serving their customers
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Maffe will use his extensive furniture
background to focus his efforts for Frey
Gaede on contract and midmarket furniture dealers, the company said.
As director of furniture, he will also be involved in collaborating with Frey Gaede’s
furniture manufacturers to maximize penetration and growth in the segment.
PAGE 24

Business professionals require more choices, better
quality and a good value. When it comes to writing
instruments, Zebra Pen delivers on all fronts with a
variety of products, ranging from our Classic STEEL
line to the recognized Z-Grip retractable ballpoint.
Regardless of your role, Zebra Pen provides an
enlightened writing experience.

Sleek, yet rugged. With its striking,
stainless steel case, this line of STEEL
pens goes everywhere and is up to
any challenge.

Featuring Rapid Dry Ink technology,
Sarasa retractable gel pens are perfect
for organizing and creativity.

The everyday value pen that you’ll reach
for time and time again, Z-Grip features
easy-glide ink, a comfort ridged grip and
metal clip for durability.

The stylish Z-Grip Basics ballpoint
stick pen smooth-flowing skipless
ink and a triangular barrel
for comfort.

Orbitz gel pens use check-safe ink, which
has pigments that penetrate the surface of
a check deep enough to withstand most
check-washing techniques.

A stick pen with an ultra soft
rubber grip, Jimnie Gel features
Rapid Dry Ink technology for
effortless writing.

Congress and Its
Sweetheart Deal With Amazon
By Mike Tucker
Let me start by saying thank you to everyone for
taking the time to get involved in NOPA’s recent
grassroots effort on the Amazon online government marketplace issue.
We flooded Capitol Hill with letters from independents. We flooded Senate offices with phone
calls. All part of our efforts to put the brakes on
Amazon’s plans to take control of the federal
government’s procurement portal.
As most of you have heard by now, Congress
did pass final legislation reauthorizing the Department of Defense budget. This 1,333-page
bill included language which does move forward
with the creation of a new government-wide online marketplace.
You may be asking yourself, how in the world
can we be happy about this? Well, the short answer is, we aren’t.
The longer answer, though, is that this language
would have been a lot worse had it not been for
the voice of independents.
Instead of simply turning over the keys to Amazon, the modified language calls for a phase in
of this new online marketplace. The legislation
also calls for multiple vendors to be awarded
contracts to provide these services. This will not
simply be a complete Amazon grab for now.
The legislation also adds new requirements giving the General Services Administration (GSA)
more control and authority.
I will be the first to admit this is not the perfect
solution. But considering where we started, this
is a big improvement from the original language.
Let me also be clear, this is not the end of the
road for this issue. NOPA is continuing to push
for changes and the ability to have input into this
process.
The phased-in approach gives us opportunities
to work with GSA, the Comptroller General and
those agencies participating on these new platforms, to ensure the marketplace does what it is
supposed to.
DECEMBER 2017
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This phase-in also allows an opportunity to protect the integrity of suppliers’ information and
pricing strategies.
Now that I am a 100% employed by NOPA, I
plan to make this my number one priority. I plan
to be at the table ensuring that NOPA continues
to have a voice in this process. We will continue
to push for commonsense solutions.
Our goal has to be making this an effective platform for both the federal government and independents. The language included in the final bill
went from 88 pages to seven short paragraphs,
which means, the devil will be in the details of
this implementation and rollout. This is why
NOPA will continue to make this a priority.
This legislation requires multiple commercial
online marketplaces for the procurement of certain commercial-off-the-shelf products. This will
likely mean that Amazon will be one of those
players. It could also mean that W.W. Grainger,
Office Depot, Staples and a host of other platforms specific to our industry could be awarded
contracts to provide these services.
A single vendor like Amazon poses real challenges to us, but so does having multiple platforms for various commodities.
The industry learned some valuable lessons
from the Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
(FSSI). The last thing we can afford is another platform that over-promises, under-delivers
and continues to hurt small businesses while
mega-companies like Amazon pull in billions in
fees.
And it’s not just the fees we have to worry about.
It’s also the information we will have to provide
Amazon, Grainger, Staples, Office Depot or others that we need to be equally concerned about.
Those companies could end up using the data
they collect in this new marketplace to compete
with us in the commercial market. Some may
say this is nothing to worry about. But they said

continued on page 28 >>
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PHIL RHODES
1975-1982

Celebrating a
Legacy of Support
A personal message from Rick Toppin
President & CEO, S.P. Richards Co.

TOM GALLAGHER
1982-1988

2018 represents S.P. Richards’ 170th year in business. Since being acquired
by Genuine Parts in 1975, we’ve only had five chief executives. Each of these
leaders before me built a strong legacy of giving. Our 2018 Generations for
Hope campaign celebrates our company and our industry’s long association
with City of Hope raising $170 million over the past 35 years. We are all working
together to help ensure that our children and grandchildren will not face the
same life threatening diseases that our parents and grandparents faced. I want

BOB FITTS
1988-2003

to take this opportunity to thank each of you for your ongoing support. We all
represent the Generations for Hope!

WAYNE BEACHAM
2003-2016
2005 SPIRIT OF LIFE HONOREE

RICK TOPPIN
2017

You’re Invited!

February 5-6, 2018
City of Hope Tour & Hall of Fame Dinner
City of Hope Medical Center - Duarte, California
Langham Resort – Pasadena, California
2018 Generations for Hope campaign
honoring Rick Toppin of S.P. Richards, Co.
For more information please contact Matt Dodd, Sr. Director of Development, NBPI at
(866) 905-4673 | mdodd@coh.org or visit cityofhope.org/nbpi.

Sweatheart deal
the same about FSSI and look what happened to this industry.
Right now, this is all very much still a work
in progress. This doesn’t mean we are the
losers in this process. It does, however,
mean that we need to keep our focus and
efforts on this issue and continue to be
solutions-driven when it comes to conversations with government.
As an industry, we have to realize technology is moving at warp speed and there
is a major push to get the government
caught up.
In other areas, this has led to the government giving sweetheart deals to mega-companies whose technology they
use. Our goal must be to ensure that we
push back against any attempts to create
carveouts or loopholes for any of these
companies.
We already know agencies don’t have the
resources they need to keep pace with

continued from page 26

this new technology push. The lack of
human and financial resources means we
need to be vigilant about this process.

continues to meet with the goal of crafting
real competitive solutions for your business.

We need to make sure lack of resources
on the government’s part doesn’t result
in decisions simply being turned over to
private sector companies that are promising big ideas with limited results. As we
found out through FSSI, these promises
and limited results come at the expense
of our industry.

Don’t hang your head or say we lost this
battle. We didn’t. We fought and were
able to get significant changes and concessions. We need to keep our focus on
policy solutions.

I have had the privilege of working with so
many of you over the years, either through
my business or through NOPA. I assure
you the passion I put into advocating for
my own company is what I now bring to
the NOPA table.
The good news is there is time and there
are opportunities to make our voices
heard and NOPA will play a significant
role in this process. Stay tuned and stay
engaged. NOPA’s Amazon Task Force

If we stay focused, I’m confident we can
and will be successful. They said the big
box players would be the end of our existence but just look at the industry today
and see who is still standing.
If we adapt to the changes in the federal
marketplace, independents will come out
ahead again. NOPA’s priority is to make
that happen and it starts with staying focused on this new online marketplace.

Mike Tucker is president and CEO of NOPA and OFDA.

Looking to Strengthen Your Industry
Knowledge? Join a NOPA Committee Today!
Committee members play a vital role in driving
the organization's future and in ensuring a
stronger tomorrow for Independent Dealers.

What committees exist?

• The Advocacy Committee
• The Benchmarking Committee
• The Education Committee
• The Finance Committee
• The Nominating Committee
• The Scholarship Committee, and many more!

Find out more by visiting www.nopanet.org!
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Finding new customers
is the never-ending sales rep
challenge. The business is out there.
Just go get it!
By Michael Chazin

continued on page 30 >>
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advances in technology just intensify the
competition.”
The traditional ways of getting an
office supply account just doesn’t
work anymore, according to DeMarco.
“Where we see success is when we go
in with a different approach—with a new
offer, new product or new category,” he
says, noting his sales team leads with
promotional items or JanSan products.

Time for a New
Approach
Brian Kerr
Kerr Office Group
Elizabethtown, Kentucky
Cold calling has always been a
challenge, but perhaps it has never
been as intimidating as it is today. The
application of automated reception desks
and phone systems has gone a long way
to change cold calling completely.
“It is harder now to get in front of
someone new,” says Jennifer Prejean,
sales support manager at Tejas Office
Products in Houston. Maybe half of the
places have receptionists; at the rest the
main entrance tends to be locked. You
might be able to get an email address,
she says, but you can email them to
death without ever getting a response.
The growth of online ordering just
intensifies the challenge. “Amazon is
a big driver of that, where people just
go online and do their own thing,” says
Brian Kerr, president of Kerr Office
Group, Elizabethtown, Kentucky. “We
also offer e-commerce capabilities but
people don’t look at us the same way
they look at Amazon. Our sales reps fight
that battle every day.”
Steve DeMarco, president Midwest
Office, Springfield, Illinois, echoes
Kerr. “It is more competitive,” he
says. “End users are more savvy and
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“With the advent of e-commerce the
sales approach and value proposition
for new business has changed,” says
John Leighton, owner and president of
Office Basics in Boothwyn, Pennsylvania.
“Pricing transparency and information
availability is more prevalent than ever
so you have a very educated buyer,” he
points out. Faced with this reality any
proposition to make a change or review a
dealer’s new offering has to be extremely
compelling.

offering expands beyond office supplies
to janitorial, furniture, breakroom or
promotional products, the purchasing
manager might not necessarily be the
best choice for a sales presentation.

Price is always part of the presentation
but even more important is an
understanding of the potential client’s
overall operation and what drives
decision making, Leighton suggests.

“It depends on what you are trying to
sell,” says Prejean. “We sell a wide range
of products and sometimes salespeople
need to go in a different direction and think
outside the purchasing manager box.”

“Where are the inefficiencies in
their procurement process that we
can address with cost containment
strategies?” he asks. Companies have
become more streamlined and have
fewer people working in purchasing.
Office Basics’ approach is to partner with
clients to help them procure the goods
they need to run their business more
cost-effectively.

Some dealers find they can generate
new business by rewarding salespeople
differently. Office Basics gives its sales
team dollar goals, profit goals and
activity goals—for example, how many
appointments they should have each
week.

It has always been hard to get
appointments with the right person.
“Now we are trying to take that
conversation up a level and meet with
someone who sees the larger picture,”
says Leighton. That adds a new twist to
the challenge of opening a new account.
Salespeople get used to calling on the
purchasing manager, but when the
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Steve DeMarco
Midwest Office
Springfield, Illinois

“If a salesperson wants to grow his
business by X percent he can reverse
engineer that to see what he needs to do
to lay the groundwork,” says Leighton.
If salespeople hit their new business
goals they can get paid double on new
business compared to what they get paid
on day-to-day sales.

continued on page 31 >>
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There’s not always a consensus among
dealerships or even within individual
dealerships on what actually constitutes
new business. Some suggest that only
a company you have not been selling
to should count as new business. Other
dealers believe when you start selling
a new category to an existing account
that also comes under the new business
heading. Ultimately, though, it’s a false
distinction; either approach results in a
sales increase.

“We explain our value proposition
and gather the data we need from the
customer to understand their needs,”
says Leighton. Price is still a big part of
the equation so it gets worked in, “but we
also highlight other capabilities we can
bring to the table.”

customer has to take that leap to do
business with an independent,” adds
DeMarco. That puts the perception of the
independent dealer front and center. “You
have to make them feel at ease that an
independent dealer like our company can
handle their business,” he says.

Leighton estimates that currently 4-6%
of his business is attributable to new
business. “That doesn’t count an existing
customer buying in a new category so
that number might be a little bigger,”
he says. New accounts are needed to

Finding the
Next Sale

Kerr Office Group has a large customer
base and sees an advantage to go after
additional business from its existing
customers. The target is any customer
who is not already purchasing multiple
categories. “We are a copier dealer and
some customers only get copiers from
us,” says Kerr. Copier reps or technicians
report back with intelligence such as
what brand of copy paper is on the floor.
That info gets into the sales channel and
an account manager gives them a call.
“We do more penetrating businesses
than we do going out and bringing in new
customers,” says Kerr. “The effort we put
forth doing that is worth more to us than
going after new business all the time.”
“When you add a new category that is
absolutely new business,” says Prejean.
That customer could be buying from a
number of different vendors and when
you add those purchases to the dealer’s
volume that is “new business that you
took from someone else.”
Once dealers are able to get in the door
with a prospective client, they usually
stand a good chance of winning the
business but getting to that first meeting
is always a challenge.
Leighton says for every 10 phone calls
that gets through, a salesperson might
get three or four appointments. At that
first meeting the Office Basics sales
representative has a number of goals, he
points out.
DECEMBER 2017

Kerr Office Group sells janitorial supplies
and has experienced double-digit growth
in the category for the past several
years. It recently added a machine
line to its cleaning products offering.
“It provides new products that our
service department can repair and also
offers a product line that many people
need,” says Kerr. “We try to look at
new products or services that are not
commodities.”
Generating new sales leads is an ongoing
activity at every dealership. “The oldschool way of knocking on doors has
become somewhat less effective,” says
Leighton. A lot of his reps use LinkedIn to
research clients and qualify leads.

keep the business on a solid trajectory.
“Expanding categories ought to be a
given, but you have to have a customer in
the door to be able to do that,” he says.

“They know our sweet spot and what
a great target customer looks like,”
Leighton explains. “They can pinpoint
the exact criteria where the dealership
offers the most value. They can delve
into specifics of the organization,
learn who their partners are and make
connections.” Office Basics also uses
lead sources, such as Sales Genie, as
well as lead generation programs offered
through manufacturers.

“We are getting opportunities where we
didn’t before,” says DeMarco. What he
calls “big box uncertainty” and layoffs at
Office Depot have combined to provide
opportunities with companies that have
been making their purchases from those
sources. “So as long as the salesperson
has stayed in contact with that buyer
we get an opportunity because of the
uncertainty,” he says.

Some salespeople at Tejas also use
LinkedIn for lead generation but the
preferred method for finding new
accounts is with referrals. “We participate
in many networking groups and try to get
referrals from our current customers,”
says Prejean. “We find that our best
success is when somebody from one
company goes someplace else and they
take us with them.”

Still, there’s a big difference between
opportunity and a guaranteed sale. “The

continued on page 32 >>

Jennifer Prejean
Tejas Office Products
Houston, Texas
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DeMarco says that networking continues
to play a part in finding new customers.
There is value to being connected with
the community and support for the
“Buy Local” movement also contributes
to generating new business. “Staying
connected in your community can help,”
he says.
Midwest management looks at chambers
of commerce in all the communities
where it is located and evaluates
participation in each of them; some work
better than others.

Keep Your
Team Focused

At Tejas, Prejean holds quarterly phone
blitzes to keep the sales team on track.
She says that everyone gets busy and
sometimes they forget that they have to
call people.
The whole sales team participates but
they are not all in the same room at the
same time. “Each person gets an hour in
a closed room,” she says. “They come
prepared with a list of contact names
at businesses they’re trying to get.
They come in and hit the phone with no
distractions.”
When it comes to bringing in new
business, Prejean says that plain old
persistence might be the most important
characteristic for a salesperson to
possess. It is persistence that motivates
a salesperson to make a return visit after
being told no and attempt a different
approach. “You have to try every strategy
you’ve ever heard of until you find one
that works,” she says.
Tejas has found that new product
campaigns can be successful at opening
new accounts. Such an effort involves
marketing around the introduction of a
new offering; the marketing message
changes as the sales team reaches out.
Once the campaign concludes there is
a post-marketing plan. “We have gained
a lot of new customers doing that,” says
Prejean. “Those are effective, but they
are a lot of work so we might only do
DECEMBER 2017

them a couple times a year.”
The team at Kerr Office Group has found
success with a technique that came
originally from industry consultant and
INDEPENDENT DEALER columnist Krista
Moore, Called “We Win Wednesday,”
it involves giving salespeople a list of
10 accounts to contact who are not
currently doing business with Kerr. “The
sales team made those phone calls and
then came back and reported on them,”
says Kerr. “The team would decide
who had the best calls.” A product was
usually associated with these efforts.
“Whoever sold some new product or got
a new account would get a gift card.”
Leighton says his sale force will have a
focused product campaign at different
times throughout the year. “It is usually
about raising awareness with existing
customers but could also catch a new
customer if you hit them at the right
time,” he says. “Customers can get
excited about how to make the office
space cooler and more dynamic,” says
Leighton. “That is where we have seen
our best results.”
Kerr Office Group uses its monthly
statements as an additional way to keep
customers aware of its latest programs
and services. When the dealership’s
monthly statements go out, a doublesided promotional piece rides along.
“We can talk about our janitorial machines
or specials on cleaning supplies or copy
machine supplies,” says Kerr. “We also
use the Campaign Advantage program
from S. P. Richards so there is a constant
stream of promotional emails that goes
out,” he adds.

The Digital
Sales
Challenge

Salespeople see their roles evolving as
online sales continue to grow and the
reality of digital business adds further
complexity to the challenge to add new
accounts. “Price transparency where
INDEPENDENT DEALER

John Leighton
Office Basics
Boothwyn, Pennsylvania
people can quickly evaluate pricing from
multiple vendors was never seen before,”
says Leighton. “That has made it more
challenging.
“We need to get in there with whatever
category we can,” he says, “Whether the
conversation starts with furniture and
migrates to other categories or starts
with janitorial, it is about establishing
that relationship and understanding the
lifetime value of the account.”
“Sometimes the buyer will have two or
three screens up while they are price
checking,” says DeMarco. In a typical
situation a buyer might have screens
open from Amazon and Staples when
they place a call to Midwest Office and
ask for a price for a specific item.
How you respond to calls like that is
critical. You want to keep customers
in the habit of calling you so you don’t
want to say no. “We don’t like to lose
business,” says DeMarco, “but we don’t
want to give it away either.”

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing in
business topics, who has written about the office
supply business for more than 15 years. He can be
reached at mchazin503@comcast.net.
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An In-Depth Look at S.P. Richards’ 2018 Dealer Marketing Programs
By the SPR Marketing Team
At S.P. Richards, we believe that all of us—
resellers, wholesalers, manufacturers, reps,
buying groups and system providers—are
so much better when we work together
than when we try to do it all on our own.
That’s what our 2018 Market Share Development Program is all about: a multi-faceted platform designed to maximize the power of collaboration to help you attain your
goals of growing sales, expanding product
categories and enhancing margins.
SPR’s marketing program for 2018 can help
you structure a winning sales and marketing plan that will drive your business ahead
both with established customers and new
prospects. Key components of this program include:

• Enhanced e-content and search, as
well as full-line and select catalogs
for target audiences highlighting you
as a single-source solution
• E-learning to expand your sales
efforts through industry-specific
sales, sales management and
product training
• SPR’s one-stop information portal for
pricing, order management, tracking
and more
• An extensive array of promotional
tools
Among our many promotional tools, we offer innovative software that analyzes which
products and categories influence your

profits, simplifies bidding and much more.
We deliver themed flyers and weekly integrated marketing that includes automated
social media posts and e-mails to your customers, editable flyers and web banners.
We provide support materials so you can
customize your own marketing campaigns
as well as a digitized print catalog with a
customizable catalog app.
We can also send customer appreciation
and sample boxes to treat and educate
your customers.
Read on to examine how you can draw
on SPR’s marketing program to evolve
your business through collaboration and
innovation.

Promote Your Dealership’s Entire Offering
A key component of your value proposition is the ability to serve
as a single-source solution for all your customers’ business needs.
And selling a broad assortment of products helps maintain healthy
margins.

t SearchPro Enhanced E-Content
Our SearchPro™ Enhanced E-Content and Search provide the
product images, descriptions, search functionality, rich media and
upsell/cross-sell information needed to deliver an exceptional online experience to your customers and sales to your company. Enhanced E-Content features include:
• Advanced Buying Pattern Analytics—Provide powerful
cross-selling recommendations to build order size.

continued on page 34 >>
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• Product Reviews—Today’s consumers are more influenced
by peer insights than manufacturer claims. Empower your
customers with product reviews and increase conversion
rates by up to 65%.
• Rich Media—Links to product videos. Your customers will
have access to product brochures and assembly instructions.
Those who need additional information about the product
before or after purchase will find links to user manuals.
• NEW!—SearchPro™ offers 360° rotatable images that allow
your customers to see the product from every angle. The Variants feature matches similar products right on the product
detail page so you can see the same pen in all three of its
colors with a simple mouse hover. A+ rich content creates a
more robust product detail page with engaging image icons,
logos and charts and expanded marketing descriptions—an
eye-catching variety that will entice customers to read more
about products and stay on your site longer!

Our Full Line Catalog:
Your Definitive Reference Tool

GO-TO-MARKET Catalogs
These catalogs offer a focused selection of products and can be
used for prospecting or as contract catalogs to support your pricing strategy.

Select Catalog
Provide customers with their actual prices on a streamlined selection of products while maintaining pricing flexibility on all of the
items outside of the Select catalog. By combining the high-demand products from Preferred Vendor partners with a focused
offering of our proprietary brands, you deliver the selection and
savings your customers are looking for.

Contract Catalog
This mini-catalog is great for prospecting or providing a contract
for existing customers. It features a heavy emphasis on BSN products, complemented by manufacturer-branded and proprietary
commodity items. The perfect solution when you want to provide
aggressive consumer pricing on just a small core of high-velocity products while maintaining price flexibility on the remainder of
your offering.

Category Promotion
As today’s work environment adapts to new technologies and a
new generation of workers, it’s critical to identify new customers
and new product categories to leverage. Whether your customers
are looking for furnishings, facility solutions, meeting OSHA requirements or stocking up on coffee and snacks, be the call they
make and the site they visit.
The Full Line Catalog positions your company as the go-to resource for all things used in today’s business environment. Use it
along with our SearchPro™ digital content for a one-two punch in
your marketing strategy.

GSA/ETS Catalog
The GSA/ETS Catalog supports dealers selling into the federal
marketplace. It is organized to help government employees find
the products that adhere to GSA office product procurement
guidelines.

Furniture Category
FurnitureAdvantage™ Program
The FurnitureAdvantage™ program opens the door for you to sell
thousands of additional quick-ship furniture and furniture accessory items. More than 15,000 furniture items are available from
29 manufacturers and 32 brands in 10 to 14 business days. Plus,
you get one consolidated invoice across all manufacturers, with
no minimum order value, no membership fee, no sales thresholds
and no upfront costs to participate.

continued on page 35 >>
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Furniture Catalog

Facility, Breakroom & Safety Catalog

The 2018 Furniture Catalog features the entire assortment of furniture found in the Full Line Catalog, plus thousands of additional
items available throughout the FurnitureAdvantage™ program.
Also available: the Furniture Showcase Flyer (Q1 and Q3).

This catalog establishes your company as a resource for cleaning,
breakroom, facility, safety and security products. Also available:
the Facility, Breakroom & Safety Solutions Flyer (Q1 and Q3) and
the Genuine Joe® Flyer (Q2 and Q4)

Safety@Work Catalog

Lorell® Catalog
Introduce your customers to the brand that represents the best
value in office furniture and accessories. The Lorell® catalog features the Lorell® custom fabric and finish quick-ship offering. This
catalog offers deep discounts when you need to be priced aggressively and still enjoy solid margins. Also available: the Lorell®
Furniture Flyer (Q2 and Q4).

This catalog can help you capture your share of the Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) market. By 2023, this market will grow to
an estimated $67 billion. Gloves, safety goggles, protective clothing, hearing protection, and other safety products are an excellent
way to augment your offering and solidify your position as a single-source solution for your customers.

School Supply Catalog

Facility, Breakroom & Safety Category
Beyond the Breakroom Catalog

This magazine-style catalog features stylish photography, office
party recipes, fun DIY office projects, tips and more. Also features
an optional Keurig® insert.

This catalog features all of the things teachers and office administrators need. It positions you as a single-source solution for school
supplies and educational products. Included in this catalog is a
large selection of school-specific products that are not featured in
the Full Line Catalog.

continued on page 36 >>
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Calendar & Organizer Flyer

Create-A-Flyer 2

Consumers today rely heavily on smartphones, tablets and computers to organize their schedules, yet the printed calendar still remains a large and profitable revenue opportunity for dealers. This
flyer features a broad selection of calendars, organizers and other
time management items that will help your customers stay up-todate and ahead of schedule.

Promotional Tools
Print, digital, e-mail, social and experiential elements all work in
collaboration to help you create powerful promotional tools your
customers will enjoy receiving and reading.

WorkLife Monthly Flyer
This monthly flyer features a unique theme each month based on
each month’s events and seasonal activities. The flyer aligns with
CampaignAdvantage™ e-mail, digital and social media marketing campaigns and comes with a product lineup that is enhanced
by ideas and inspiration for workplace solutions. The result: Your
team goes out armed with easy conversation starters to motivate
customers and prospects.

Create-a-Flyer™ 2, an exclusive benefit for SPR Advantage dealers, is the ultimate “on-the-fly” custom promotion builder—great
for prospecting or driving sales with existing customers. Choose a
theme, select your products, set your sale prices and you’re ready
to go.
• Includes all S.P. Richards’ inventoried items as well as FurnitureAdvantage™ and Keurig® items
• Choose from 11 themed categories and more than 350 header options or add your own!
• Exceptional search functionality
• Custom image upload capability
• Custom coupon and header capabilities
• Manufacturer special offer coupons
• PDF, PPT and HTML output options for print and e-mail
distribution
• Multiple page and design formats
• QR code generator

Evolve™ Digital Publications

Contract Flyer
This sales tool is ideal for prospecting for new business. It features
a blend of popular branded and proprietary items and quickly establishes your price competitiveness by focusing exclusively on
the best-selling items where consumers benchmark you.

Take your print publications to the next level by featuring Evolve™

continued on page 37 >>
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catalogs and flyers on your website. The Evolve™ program is an
ideal tool to use with customers who no longer desire print publications but who still enjoy the shopping experience associated
with traditional print vehicles.
Customers can browse your publication as they would with a print
catalog, zoom in and even submit an order via e-mail.
Looking for an even greater level of automation? Have your publication integrated with your website storefront enabling your customers to go from your Evolve™ publication to your shopping cart.

Evolve™ Catalog App
Now you can have your very own customized catalog app. Equip
your tablet-enabled sales team with app versions of the Full Line,
Furniture, Lorell® and Facility, Breakroom and Safety Catalogs.
Invite your customers to download your app as well. Apps are
available for both Apple and Android devices.

Evolve™ Custom Catalog Builder

Participants in the Evolve™ program can upload an Excel file of
product numbers, choose from several design and format options
and download a print-ready custom PDF catalog to support their
sales and marketing objectives—all in a matter of minutes. You
can even create a digital version where website visitors can shop.

CampaignAdvantage™
This innovative program aligns perfectly with the WorkLife monthly
promotions. Collaborative themes, products and pricing consistently and effectively engage your customers and grow your sales.
You’ll reach your customers weekly with an integrated marketing
campaign that includes automated e-mail and social media posts,
editable flyers, web banners and more. Plus, the program includes
a complete implementation guide to help keep you on track.
With CampaignAdvantage™, your automated e-mails are branded with your logo and contact information and linked directly to
your website’s product detail pages, enabling your customers to
order right from your e-mail.

Do you ever need to quickly, easily and economically build a custom contract catalog to support a specific account or a mini-catalog to pursue a particular vertical market segment? Well now you
can with an exciting new enhancement to our Evolve™ program.

continued on page 38 >>

Protection Against Data Theft
Badges that offer maximum security and reliable
protection against unauthorized data reading

one card
two cards

BECAUSE PERSONAL DATA IS PRECIOUS.
www.durable-north-america.com
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Marketing On Demand™ Portal

Press go on your company’s marketing with the resources available to you in the MarketingOnDemand™ Portal.
• Current Promotions: Register for and access all supporting
materials for current promotions.
• Marketing-To-Go Campaigns: No time for a large-scale promotion? These campaigns are ready to personalize and send!
• Marketing Assets: The MOD portal houses lots of marketing
assets to help you reach your customers—promotional flyers,
web banners, social media and more!

Business Development Toolkit
CampaignAdvantagePlus™
These supplemental campaigns include four additional themes
per month—Facility and Breakroom, Technology, Furniture and
Exclusive Solution-Oriented Products.
You can choose any combination of the four to help you gain additional mindshare with your customers.
CampaignAdvantagePlus™ campaigns include the same great
supporting collateral provided with CampaignAdvantage™.
In addition, a monthly Keurig®-themed campaign is available to
Keurig® Authorized Dealers.

Why reinvent the wheel when you need a business letter, e-mail,
business review presentation or web banner to place on your website?
The Business Development Toolkit, an exclusive benefit for SPR
Advantage dealers, has dozens of templates that you can make
your own with a minimal amount of time and effort. It is like having
your own mini-advertising agency to help you professionally market your company’s capabilities.
If you have a customer or prospect interaction, we have a tool to
help you make a great impression.
• Business letters, e-mail templates, PowerPoint presentations,
sell sheets, web images and more
• Downloadable, customizable documents

continued on page 41 >>
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3M Workspace Solutions
3M™ Precision Standing Desk SD60B

A desktop sit-stand
workstation that fits you.

3M™ Precision Standing Desk SD60B
When it comes to standing comfort, small adjustments can make a big difference!

The 3M™ Precision Standing Desk provides maximum
adjustability to achieve your most comfortable standing
work position.
Side-mounted levers control the gas assist height change
technology to allow for continuous height settings from
6.2"–20" above the desk surface. The keyboard surface
has tilt adjustment range of -10˚/+10˚ to help achieve your
most comfortable typing position.
The 3M™ Precision Standing Desk also includes a
3M™ Gel Wrist Rest for Keyboards and 3M™ Precise™
Mouse Pad with Battery Saving Design* for added
comfort and productivity.
The standing workstation ships fully assembled and
weighs just 40 pounds, which eliminates the need for
professional installers. The standing desk easily fits on top
of a 24" deep desk and is made from 45% postconsumer
recycled content. 3M™ Precision Standing Desk has a
limited 5 year warranty.
Desk weighs 40 lbs.
45% postconsumer recycled content.

SPR
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• Key go-to-market themes: “Shop Local,” “We Mean Green,”
“Single Sourcing” and “Private Brands.”

this box filled with creative survival resources to get them
through a day at the office. Examples might include: aspirin,
antacid, Band-Aids and other first aid supplies, snacks,
chocolate, mints, coffee, tea, energy drinks, stress or rubber
band ball and office product samples.

Customer Appreciation Boxes

2. Thank You Box. Thank prospects for giving you the
opportunity to meet with them; thank new customers for
their first order, or use as a customer appreciation tool.

Business Source® Sample Boxes
Today’s cost-conscious consumers are looking for quality and
savings when it comes to the office products they use every day.
The Business Source® brand delivers just that.
Business Source® provides your customers with products equivalent in every way to name brands except for one thing...the price.
Introduce your existing and potential customers to Business
Source® by giving them a sample box. They will appreciate the
free samples and the opportunity to try these great products for
themselves. Boxes come pre-packed with a selection of Business
Source® products and a Business Source® promotional sheet.
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Say hello to Justick Surface Technology.

Say goodbye to pins, tape, glue and magnets!
Simply place
your items on
the surface of
the board and
they just stick!

Patient Sign-In
Label Forms
Great for
doctor and
dentist
NEW
offices, English/Spanish
hospitals
& labs

2018 S.P. Richards Catalog

NOW

Combine Both Labels &
Forms in One Sheet with
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Integrated Label Forms

8.5"

03 3789

7290

NM 338

9 – 06

Letter Paper at top ...

ND
UPS GROU

Write. Display.
Interact!

ILF’s Are Ideal for:
• Shipping Labels
• Packaging Lists
• Medical Forms
• Pharmacy Labels
• Business Forms
• Pick-Tickets
• Direct Mail
• Address Labels
• Returns
• Letterhead
• Warranty Cards & more!

TRACKING#:

Three times the
benefit of a
traditional board
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Built-In Labels at bottom

Why use Integrated Label Forms in your business?

Improve Accuracy

8.5"

8.5"

8.5"

Reduce Costs

Increase Efficiency
4

"

8.5"

1/4"

8.5"

1/2"
6.8125"

6

4.75"

Innovative Organization

1. Office Survival Kit. Make prospects smile when you deliver

1Z 2F0 F00

Show customers you value their business and make a great first
impression with these beautiful 4-color imprinted boxes. Fill them
with samples, treats, catalogs, flyers and corporate marketing materials to say “thank you” to existing customers or introduce yourself to new ones. Choose from two different themes:

"

Perf at 6" from bottom
11"
1/4"

Perf at 4 3/4" from bottom
6"

1/4"

2"

1/2"
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Perf at 4 5/8" from bottom
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11"
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Perf at 4 5/8" from bottom

7"

3/4"

1/8"

6"
4 1/4"

"

Learn more at www.smead.com/Justick_Overview

11"

1/8"

6"

4

99590, 2-Up, 6”x 4” / 2”x 4”
with perf.

4

"

4"

1/4"

99591, 1-Up, 6”x 4”
with perf. bottom left

1"

1/4"

99592, 1-Up, 6”x 4”
with perf. bottom right

99593 1-Up, 4”x 6”
upper right MOM

99594, USPS Clip-n-Ship,
63/16” x 43/4”

99595, PayPal 1-Up,
7” x 41/4”

Become a Dealer Today! • 1-800-TABBIES • www.tabbies.com • www.tabbiescustomlabels.com
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Imprinted Calendars
Give your customers an attractive calendar that shows your appreciation while keeping your name front and center throughout
the year. Choose from two different versions: American Landscape and Cute Puppies.

Direct Mail Services
With this program, you can focus your organization’s energy on
sales and follow-up activities. Just provide us your mailing list and
leave the distribution of your catalogs and flyers to us.

• BidPro™ simplifies the bid process by cross-referencing
competitive numbers for bids and providing higher margin
substitutions.
• MyReports™ and Acsellerate™ combine to give you a suite
of powerful reports to draw upon, as well as an integrated
CRM and a professional Customer Business Review tool.

Training & Education

Margin Management

We have the tools and resources to support your team’s information and educational needs, including basic industry information,
details about niche and vertical market opportunities, product
knowledge, sales skill development and guidance on building and
managing an effective sales process.

MyAnalyst™

FUEL Drive Your Business™

This world-class suite of business analytic tools utilizes real market intelligence to help you see what your customers are buying,
which products and categories are influencing your profitability
and where you can make information-based decisions to drive
additional business and increase profitability.

FUEL Drive Your Business™ provides a unique combination of
programs and events through S.P. Richards’ partnership with executive coach and trainer Krista Moore and her team at K.Coaching, Inc. Nowhere else will you find such an extensive collection
of industry-specific sales, sales management and product training—all designed to help you develop skills, create management
systems and build sales processes so you can win against your
mega competitors.

MyAnalyst™ couples the world’s leading B2B pricing software
with the industry’s most comprehensive pricing intelligence to
deliver unparalleled business analytic tools and guidance for S.P.
Richards Company’s Advantage dealers.
MyAnalyst™ consists of three components:
• MarketLink™ aggregates 4.7 billion actual sales transactions
annually from independent resellers to commercial businesses. These price points are used to create 13 consumer matrices designed to support your pricing strategy and enable you
to find the optimum balance of competitive and profitable
pricing.
DECEMBER 2017

FUEL™ gives each member of your team 24/7, unlimited access
to a personalized Learning Dashboard with more than 60 hours of
online training. Courses are segmented into small lessons to make
content easy to find and improve retention. The FUEL™ learning
portal features fresh new content, video learning, online testing,
certificates of completion, mobile-ready webinars, and a Resource
Center filled with industry-specific articles, worksheets, podcasts
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Inventory & Pricing

and scripts.
FUEL™ content is recommended for business owners, sales managers, sales representatives and marketing staff. Sales managers
have access to their sales reps’ learning progress and status.

SPR University
SPR University (SPRU) is an online, on-demand learning center
providing a diverse assortment of informational modules on topics
that include niche opportunities and vendor-specific and product-specific training. S.P. Richards’ key vendors provide practical
information to enable you and your team to expand your sales
efforts into new categories or vertical markets. SPRU features include:
• Interactive presentations developed by experts to ensure a
quality learning experience
• Concise modules that are easy to squeeze into busy
schedules
• On-demand format that provides the ultimate scheduling
flexibility
• Mobile-friendly content that can be viewed on the go
• Automatic tracking of e-learning activity and quiz scores
FUEL Drive Your Business™ & SPR University are both exclusive
benefits for SPR Advantage members!

Order Processing, Tracking, Delivery &
Returns
• Advanced parcel tracking
• DeliveryPro™ courier locator
• Purchase order entry, confirmation and reprint
• Sales order detail
• Invoice detail
• Daily manifest
• Invoice/credit lookup
• Credit detail
• Return authorization detail, status and reprint

Sales, Marketing & Training Resources
• MarketingOnDemand™ Portal
- CampaignAdvantage™
- PresencePro™
- Integrated Marketing Campaigns
• Advantage Online Tools
- Create-a-Flyer™ 2
- Business Development Toolkit
- SPR University
- FUEL Drive Your Business™ Sales and Sales Management
Training
• MyAnalyst™
• Evolve™ Digital Publications

INFORMATION SUPPORT:
Dealer Services Internet Portal

Your one-stop information resource for product, pricing, program, inventory, order management, shipping, tracking and much
more—www.sprdealerservices.com

Product Information
• Enhanced product search capabilities for fast and intuitive
results
• Detailed product information including pricing and item
specifications
• Hyperlinked data for user-friendly information access
DECEMBER 2017

• National stock check
• Dealer price check
• Dealer pricing programs
• Price file download
• GSA file download
• Item change summary
• Advanced Shipment Notification (ASN) and carton content
detail

Brand Support & Development
Develop a brand that is uniquely yours and establish a stronger
presence in your market.
S.P. Richards can help you by creating unique marketing materials
that capture your company’s distinct personality. We can help you
define and reinforce your brand at every customer touch point.
Use our Custom Shop to create marketing materials that communicate your company personality, business philosophy and
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strengths.

We can work with you on corporate marketing materials, custom
flyers, delivery vehicle designs, your website and more. Ask your
S.P. Richards account manager for more information.

Custom Shipping Documents
Use our custom packing lists and shipping labels to put your company’s logo and identification on every order that goes out. See
your S.P. Richards account manager for participation details.
S.P. Richards Company Is Committed to Your Success
Our 2018 Market Share Development Program arms you with resources to help you find new sales and profit opportunities, retain
current customers and secure new ones. At S.P. Richards Company, we believe that collaborating with partners committed to your
success is key. Working together, we can make the existing value proposition you bring to your market even stronger and more
compelling.
Your customers will rely on you for their product needs when you
are able to promote your entire offering using enhanced e-content
that offers top quality searches and thorough product descriptions
as well as digitized, full-line, themed and customized catalogs and
flyers.

Our promotional tools from direct mail services to automated social media posts to entire marketing campaigns will ensure you
connect with your regular and potential customers. Our worldclass MyAnalyst™ software offers comprehensive pricing intelligence to help you find the optimum balance between competitive
and profitable pricing.
To thrive in the future, every team needs to keep their skills and
knowledge fresh. With FUEL Drive Your Business™ and SPR University, we provide you with the tools, resources and quality learning experiences to develop useful skills, build effective management systems and more.
At our one-stop information portal Dealer Services, you’ll find
product information; inventory; pricing; order processing, tracking, delivery and returns as well as sales, marketing and training
resources waiting to support you in growing your sales, expanding
your product categories and enhancing your margins.
To learn more about how our 2018 Market Share Development
Program can work for you, contact your S.P. Richards account
manager.

Superior
Protection
New!
2018

The Healthy Ofﬁce segment could grow to 1/3
of the total Ofﬁce Furniture Manufacturing
industry sales over the next 3-5 years.*

Are you ready?

Dual Pocket
Shop Ticket Holder
CLI-38912

Ergonomic

License Plate Holder
with
Hanging Strap
New!
CLI-41902

Sit Stand Mat
®

For use with adjustable height workstations

2018

c-line.com • (800) 323-6084
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Work Healthier,
Not Harder

An ergonomic mat that combines chair mobility
with the comfort of anti-fatigue support foam.
Call your local Deflecto sales rep to find out why
the Ergonomic Sit-Stand Mat is the smoothest
way to transition from sitting to standing.
*Kurz, Johnathan (Hanover Research). “Re: Chairmats Preliminary Market
Assessment.” Message to Gretchen Russell. 10 April 2017. E=mail.
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Break the Rules!
WAIT, What Rules?
By Troy Harrison

I’ve written often in this space about the evolution of selling in
recent years. Much of the evolution has been driven by the Internet and the ease of access to information that the Internet gives
customers and sellers alike.
That the Internet is a double-edged sword for salespeople is a
foregone conclusion by now. That the Internet is a primary force
of change in sales is also a foregone conclusion. However, the
Net isn’t the only driver of change, and some of the change goes
beyond being positive.
In fact, right now is probably the most fun time in selling that I
can remember in the 27 years I’ve been in the business. Why?
Because the old rules don’t apply—and many of those old rules
haven’t been replaced by new ones.
Everything from the way salespeople are managed to the way
accounts are being managed and how customers are interacted
with is being laid wide open for experimentation—and there’s
nothing more fun in sales than the freedom to experiment.

EXAMPLE ONE: Paid consulting.
For as long as salespeople have been selling, one bugaboo has
been customers who use us as “free consultants.” The customer
allows us to perform a comprehensive needs analysis, prescribe
the correct products and/or services and come up with a complete proposal to solve his or her problem.

ed that she charge for the value of her consulting. After much
discussion, she proposed this to the customer and he readily
agreed.
This is one area where I think the Internet helps us. There is so
much free content out on the Web that I think people now have
a much higher perceived value of knowledge and expertise that
must be paid for.
Hence, when a salesperson asks to charge for his or her expertise, the customer perceives that the expertise provided is well
worth it. In the case of my coaching client, she got not only a
consulting fee but she also got the order.

EXAMPLE TWO: Team selling.
In an example I wrote about a few months ago, two salespeople
who work for one of my clients decided to team up, thinking that
in this case two heads were better than one. They were right.
One is a superstar-level prospector, the other is a highly talented
and skilled account manager. In a process that was not initiated by management—but is now endorsed—they combined their
territories and their talents.
The result: The superstar prospector consistently wins more new
business than nearly any other salesperson the company has
(he has one guy that pushes him pretty hard), while the talented
account manager hangs onto it and develops it.

The customer then takes that proposal and shops it to companies that don’t have the cost of sales invested so they can easily
lowball a price and the salesperson who offered the real value
ends up without the sale.

They both get to do the sales activities that they like best and
excel at and the results are huge. In their business, a ”quota”
level salesperson typically sells around $1 million per year; at last
count, the team achieved over six times that level!

The “old line” sales defense has been to not offer actionable information to the customer without receiving a commitment to
purchase. The problem with this approach is that it can work
against the salesperson who is trying to build a relationship. The
salesperson comes off as standoffish and untrustworthy to the
customer.

The best part is that this was initiated not by sales management
but by the salespeople themselves, who were willing to put their
own skin in the game in terms of commissions. They made decisions as entrepreneurs and that yielded a terrific result.

Now, there’s a better option (or at least one worth trying). A
coaching client of mine had this situation recently and I suggest-

Again, the old rules of this industry dictate one salesperson per
customer and the person who wins the business is the person
who manages it. The rules were broken and a great result ensued.

continued on page 47 >>
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What rules?

continued from page 46

EXAMPLE THREE:

tiered pricing, instead? One of my clients
did just that.

One of the biggest complaints that salespeople have right now is the “cheap pricing” complaint.

The logic works this way: If they are allowed to provide the exact same service
level as a website like Amazon—no personal interaction whatsoever, drop shipping, etc.—they could make a profit, albeit a small one, selling at those prices.

Two-tiered pricing.
“Troy,” they say, “Amazon and other sites
have what I sell at cheap prices. Those
sites don’t provide the service that I do,
yet customers expect to pay those prices.”
The result, typically, is that the salespeople try to negotiate up from the ultra-cheap pricing on the Web, attempting
to convince their customers of the value-add services they provide and attaching a value to those.
That’s not a terrible model, but customers are seldom willing to acknowledge the
full value of what’s provided to them and
the salesperson is working up from a lowor no-profit deal. Why not establish two-

If customers emailed their orders to a
specific email address, their prices were
matched to the website in question (it
wasn’t Amazon but an industry-specific
one that was giving them fits).
Customers receiving this price structure
were only allowed to email orders in and
instead of receiving those orders next-day
by the company’s own service vehicles,
they were drop-shipped to eliminate handling costs.

for the service and associated costs.
Customers could go all one way or all
the other with no cherry picking. The result: Sales have gone up. Customers who
wanted ultra-low pricing now have a way
to get it; however, most customers still
choose the high-service level. Again, rules
broken and a great result achieved.
The point is that right now, there are very
few rules in selling. The Internet has turned
things upside down. And all of the above
“rule breakers’ did what they did in order
to facilitate the way the customer wants to
do business. Is it time to re-evaluate your
sales model?

If customers had questions, needed advice, etc., they went on the company’s
conventional pricing model which generated a significantly higher profit to account

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and “The Pocket Sales Manager” and a speaker,
consultant, and sales navigator who helps companies
build more profitable and productive sales forces. To
schedule a free 45-minute Sales Strategy Review, call
913-645-3603 or e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com.
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OPWIL’s 2017 Board Members

Why Join?
Kathy Hoyle
Co-Founder
Education

• Become a better leader in your business role.
• Connect, network, and learn from other successful women.
• Expand your connections and influence in the office products industry.
• Seek out mentors from your network or be a mentor to other
aspiring women.
• Serve women in the OP industry, and businesses in your community.
• Become an agent of change, by advocating and promoting leadership
roles for women in our industry.

To join today visit OPWIL.com
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Do We Really Want Sociopaths
On Our Sales Team?
By Tom Buxton
If you think calling and speaking to potential first-time customers is easy, you probably need to try it sometime!
Walking into an office with the intention of creating a relationship is tough; accomplishing the same goal over the
telephone is even more difficult. I recently asked members
of a young sales team how they fared on their prospecting
and was amazed by what they told me: “We get rejected on
nine out of ten cold calls!”
There is something very wrong with a sales process that
accepts almost constant rejection as normal, particularly
when I estimate that over 90% of the sales force population
hates rejection—and the rest who don’t are sociopaths!
Many businesses, of course, value sociopathic traits, particularly like not taking “no” for an answer. The sociopathic
rep is more adept at pushing through a myriad of “no’s” to
get to a “yes” and for many sales managers, that’s a good
thing in and of itself.
However, it is also true that sociopathic behavior increases
the probability that the salesperson will never be able to discover the prospect’s most important needs.
All too often, the salesperson fails to make the sale, not
because the prospect doesn’t have needs the salesperson
can meet, but rather, they have a distaste for the person’s
sales pitch.
Consider that last paragraph for a minute. Is it possible that
you or your company are burning through too many prospects and sales people because your only goal is to find
a decision-maker that you can pitch your product to and
close quickly?
What if slowing down the prospecting process by one or
two calls ensured:
1. Your rejection rate would fall from 9 out of 10 to 1 or 2
out of 10?
2. You could successfully determine whether the prospect was the right candidate for your goods and/or
services, rather than gauging the value of the account
by whether or not they will quickly schedule a meeting?
3. Your approach would positively differentiate you from
other sales people?

Using the Buxton Scale to Warm Up
Your Cold Call
I guarantee you will experience results similar to these if
you’re willing to view the sales process differently.
To illustrate, allow me to introduce a concept I learned while
attending a Protestant Seminary in the 1980s and ’90s. (I
spent eight years obtaining a three-year Masters degree, so
obviously I wasn’t a quick study!)
In seminary, we learned about the “Engels Scale,” which
describes a person’s progress toward a deeper faith in God
on a scale of -13 to +13. However, this scale can also be
used to measure the sales process. For the sake of the conversation, when referring to cold calling to promote a product or service let’s call it the “Buxton Scale.”

-12
-11
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5

The goal of this loyalty scale is to measure how strong
your sales relationships are. -13 indicates that the prospect
doesn’t know who you are or what your company does. +13
describes a customer that trusts you and your company so
completely that they will follow any suggestion you make
to them.

-4

Now, imagine that you are about to make a cold call to a
prospect. Unless your company advertises heavily in social media and other expensive advertising platforms, your
prospect likely knows nothing about your service or product
or you. Hence the term “cold call.”

0

As you prepare to make this cold call, it’s important to keep
in mind one critical fact: As a general rule, a positive sales
relationship cannot be firmly established during the first call.
Before you make that initial contact, there must be a plan in
place by which you will seek to move the prospect from not
knowing you at all to establishing some trust.

3

Because so many sales people forget that creating a sale
takes time -13 describes where most cold calls start and
most often—within less than 30 seconds—also where they
end.
If you start out selling the minute you walk through the door
of a prospect or immediately after someone answers the
phone, chances are that your initial contact will end in disaster. And yet, almost all sales people begin their calls with
this ridiculously canned mantra:

4. The reps that value relationships would be rewarded
with new accounts, rather than face constant rejection?
DECEMBER 2017
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Tom Buxton
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“Hi, my name is ____________, from
______________ and I would like to speak
to the person who buys ______________.
Where did everyone learn this?
When you spend the first 30 seconds of
every cold call explaining who you are and
treating the Gatekeeper as if they’re unimportant unless they are involved with the
purchase of your product, their anti-salesperson training immediately kicks in.

Let’s Show The Gatekeeper
A Little Respect!
Once you have interrupted the Gatekeeper
and been rejected the first time, it is almost
impossible to establish a relationship.
As an example, how do you get past the
Gatekeeper who says, “We’re happy with
our current supplier”? If you want to move
more prospects from -13 to +1 or +2, you
will need to revise your initial approach.
Here is what we know before we speak to
any Gatekeeper:

• They are important enough to the
business that they have been given
the responsibility of greeting customers and other guests. They often also
serve as the face of their business.
• Everyone from the office manager
to the highest ranking official in that
office knows that person by name.
• From this we can infer that the Gatekeeper would probably be able to
influence one of their superiors to visit
with a salesperson…if they wanted to.
To confirm this, I have asked many CEOs,
“Would you make an appointment to see
someone based on the recommendation
of your front office person?” In every case
the answer was an enthusiastic “Yes!”
The Gatekeeper is the first line of defense
against any intruders, especially solicitors.
They have been tasked with guarding the
precious time of the people in the office.
The higher up the contact is within a company, the greater the responsibility of the
Gatekeeper to guard that person’s time.

So, next time you consider trying to build
your business, consider the importance of
the Gatekeeper to the success of the initiative.
Review your initial approach to them to
determine if it could be perceived as minimizing their importance or trying to move
around them.
Alternatively, you can ignore everything we
have just discussed and continue to be rejected 9 out of 10 times by businesses that
might actually need your product and lose
relationship-oriented reps that cannot stand
that amount of rejection. It’s your choice.

In addition to serving as national sales manager
for AOPD, Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the
InterBizGroup consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers to help increase
sales and profitability. A regular contributor to
INDEPENDENT DEALER for many years, Tom took
some time off to work on his new book, “Dating
the Gatekeeper,” from which the above column is
excerpted. For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.

A book about
building great sales
relationships &
growing new
business quickly...

NOW AVAILABLE AT
BARNESANDNOBLE.COM
& OTHER BOOKSELLERS
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The
Time is
Now!
By Phil Barnette

By now, most of us are familiar with the
Forrester Research forecast that one million U.S. B2B salespeople will lose their
jobs by 2020. Certainly, U.S. B2B consumers are changing and if you want to
continue to succeed in the professional
world of selling, you must also be willing
to change.
B2B consumers today are not looking for
a product specialist or someone to stop
by every week with their latest and greatest sales flyer or special. They are not
even looking for someone to provide the
lowest price—they can get pricing online.
Instead, they want someone who can
help them run their business better with
them than without them. And that means
today’s sales professional must become
a strategist and consultant who will enhance their customer’s place of business.
December is a wonderful month to begin
planning on how to make that change.
Start today and 2018 can become a foundational year that brings new growth and
prosperity. Here are some key steps to get
started:
n Set your goals and objectives for
2018. Don’t think only in terms of top line
sales or margin enhancement. Think also
in terms of customer acquisition, customer penetration, and customer retention.
You can probably grow your territory sales
by 20-25 % in 2018 simply by focusing on
your current account base and infiltrating
DECEMBER 2017

those customers with the many products,
categories, and services available from
your dealership today.

advisor. Ask questions and listen closely
to what your customer is saying. In and of
itself, that is paramount to your success.

n Focus on the top 20% of your accounts and build a strategic plan for
each one. Be clear and concise in your
thinking and commit your strategy to paper.

n Finally, go where your customers are
going—online. Build your digital world
and communicate with your customers
the way they want to communicate and if
that means changing, change quickly.

n Make a list of everything you need
to be successful on your journey and
pick those individuals who are going to
assist you in obtaining success. We are
never successful alone. Deploy the right
assistance and resources and victory is
assured.

I personally am amazed at how little time
most salespeople spend on planning and
strategizing when it comes to maximizing
their opportunities. If you have a territory,
your goldmine is right in front of you! Each
client has needs that are yet to be fulfilled
and they are dependent on you. If you are
just beginning, the landscape is large and
there are many who need your consultative skills and who will reward you handsomely.

n Continue—in the words of business
guru Stephen Covey— to “Sharpen the
Saw” by better understanding the role
you play and identifying how you can
function more effectively as a true sales
consultant.
n Attend online webinars and live
training sessions that will push you
beyond your comfort zone and into
the “Winning Zone.” There’s a wealth of
knowledge and experience available online today but be sure to use your critical
thinking skills to obtain only the best information.
n Move away from your own agenda
and engage your customer’s agenda
instead. Many business consumers today
don’t know what they don’t know and are
looking for wisdom and advice. Be that
INDEPENDENT DEALER

I know there are many reading these words
today who will take it on themselves to
change, learn, and develop themselves to
be the very best they can be. Make sure
that now and in the future, you are among
them!

Phil Barnette is a veteran sales and sales
management coach/trainer/consultant who has spent
the past 40 years providing best in class sales and
sales management training and development to the
independent reseller community. Next month, he
begins a new chapter in his career as vice president
of sales and marketing for EVOS Business Solutions
in Chandler, Arizona. Contact Phil at p.barnette@
comcast.net.
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